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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

What comes to mind when you read the word “grow?” I remember
standing against a door frame while one of my parents marked my
height with a pencil, each small line showing the passage of time.
I think of summers spent pushing the lawnmower over a field of
grass that seemed to sprout back overnight. And now, as I write
my last of four letters as Klipsun’s editor-in-chief, I consider how
I have grown as a person during my time at Western. College is
a place for people to grow into themselves. Students gain a better
understanding of the world around them and learn something new
every day during one of the most formative times in their lives. They
meet new people and make new mistakes. My time working for
this publication has helped me understand who I am
and established my passion for journalism. I have
been lucky enough to be on Klipsun’s staff in some
capacity or another for 10 issues and every moment
on the magazine has been an opportunity to learn
from. But how do you measure the experiences you
have had? If you are measuring the growth of alpaca
fur or octopus tentacles, a ruler can easily answer that
question. Measuring tree age, the number of days
a dead body has been decaying or the amount of
electronic waste we produce annually starts to get a little bit trickier.
In some situations, growth can be easily quantified in units that may
change depending on the continent. For others, growth is more
subjective. How does one measure the impact of adopting a child or
creating a community garden? The Klipsun staff want to encourage
knowledge and understanding that will have a lasting impact on
our readership. Whether you are a student picking up a magazine
on the way to class or a curious reader browsing our website from
a far-away country, we want your view of the world to expand as
you experience the content of our publication. As you read through
our stories, we hope you think about what “grow” means to you.
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S T O R Y B Y A L L I S O N WAG N E R
P h ot os b y Ja re d C h a n g

( l e f t) Li n d a Q ui ntan a rep l a c e s a ja r o f t e a on
a sh elv e at Won d erl an d Te a s & S p i c e s .

“

FA R M TO T E AC U P
Herbs f rom h om e tu rn i nt o t e a

PL AN T S SU STAIN LIFE ON
E ARTH. THEY FEED U S AND KEEP
U S HE ALTHY.

”

L I N D A Q U I N T A N A T H O R O U G H LY C L E A N S

the emerald green raspberry leaves from her herb
garden in Deming, Wash. She then gathers the
leaves in 1-inch bundles, securing the stems with
twist ties that will hold them tight as they dry and
shrink. The aroma of fresh, grassy-smelling herbs
wafts down from the leaves as they hang to dry.
Quintana has made a lifestyle out of her passion for growing herbs on her 2-acre family farm,
Alpine Herb Farm. Deming is a good location for
harvesting woodland herbs such as agrimony,
lady’s mantle and calendula, because they thrive
in shade and moist soil. Quintana also owns five
acres in Ferndale where she grows her “Mediterranean herbs,” including mint and yarrow,
because the soil there is drier and more suitable
for them.
The process of growing herbs in Washington
can be daunting to some farmers.
“We are at mercy to mother nature here,”
Quintana says. “It is a challenge, but that is why I
love it. It is never mundane.”
For 37 years, Quintana has grown herbs each
season to achieve the best quality of tea blends
to sell in her shop, Wonderland Teas & Spices, in
downtown Bellingham.
The idea of sustainability has always been part
of Quintana’s life. She grew up on a 160-acre farm
in Alaska and was raised to be self-sufficient.
“We rarely got sick because my mother was
raised in northern Europe, where they used herbs
for medicine and tea,” Quintana says. “I grew up
drinking tea and realized it was my passion.”
Quintana’s tea blends include black, flavored
black, green, white, rooibos and chai. Each blend
she creates has a specific purpose, such as alleviating allergies and colds, promoting and enhanc-
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ing dream memory, aiding digestion and helping
pregnant women stay healthy.
Her favorite, the Nooksack Family Farm blend,
consists of organic herbs including nettle, plantain, chickweed, lemon balm, mint, dandelion
leaves, calendula, anise hyssop and Echinacea
leaves and flowers from Alpine Herb Farm. It is
one of her family’s daily staples and a good remedy for the common cold, Quintana says.
“If you are going to grow herbs, grow what you
are going to use,” Quintana says. “If someone gets
a cold every winter in your family, grow herbs
that can be turned into your own cold tea.”
Experienced herb farmers prepare for the
herbs they wish to harvest every season, while
keeping in mind that, on any given day, the
weather could destroy their herbs. One issue
Washington herb farmers face is root rot, which
is caused by too much moisture in the soil. To
prevent root rot, Quintana installed 10-by-12-foot
raised beds with sandier soil. She combines kelp,
straw and mulch to facilitate root drainage.
Sonia Wollin, an employee at Living
Earth Herbs in the Bellingham Public Market,
believes learning what herbs provide within the
medical and culinary fields is crucial to success
as an herb grower.
“Plants sustain life on earth,” Wollin says.
“They feed us and keep us healthy.”
With years of harvesting experience under
her belt, Quintana recognizes each of her herbs’
distinct characteristics and healing attributes.
“I spend a lot of time with my plants. I ask
myself, ‘Does this feel right? Does this look right?
How does it taste?’” Quintana says. “Freshness
from farm to the table is key.”
Patricia Whitaker, owner of Back in Thyme

lavender and herb farm in Ferndale, shares Quintana’s love for the healing attributes of herbs. She
has worked with and studied herbal medicine for
25 years, and also grows her own herbs.
“You have to spend time with your herbs to be
able to identify them and know how they should
be consumed,” Whitaker says.
Quintana dedicates much of her life to
herbs. She wakes up at 6 a.m. every day to run
three miles before spending two to six hours in
her herb gardens.
“On nice days I’ll be outside for eight hours
and my husband has this bell that he will ring to
tell me to come inside for dinner,” Quintana
says. “I realize a whole day has gone by without
me noticing.”
Most of Quintana’s herbs grow in 3-by-12-foot
utility beds, which are the most manageable
to harvest.
Once the herbs have grown to their full size,
taste and touch, the next step is to dry them.
Quintana hangs the herbs up or places them in
a dehydrator. Her dehydrator, which is electric, works like a convection oven and has six
racks with screens to prevent herbs from falling
through its lower levels. The key to successful
drying is to avoid overdrying the herbs, a
common mistake amateur herb growers make,
Quintana says.
Quintana dries her herbs separately because
each has a unique drying cycle. She vacuum seals
or freezes them once they are dry, storing them in
resealable bags in a freezer. Freezing herbs retains
their natural smell, taste and nutritional benefits
and helps improve an herb’s overall shelf life.
Quintana hangs some of her herbs up to dry
instead of putting them in a dehydrator. The
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( b el ow l e f t ) Li n d a Q ui n t an a p ou rs t e a on t o a
sc al e a t Won d erl a n d Te a s & S p i c e s .

( b el ow ri ght) A div ers e s el e cti on o f t e a s f i l l
th e sh elv e s .

STORY BY HANNAH JOHNSON
P h ot o b y Paul Bi ki s

( b el ow) Stu d ent m emb ers o f Tran si ti on ww u v o l un t e er th ei r ti m e t o
pl ant gard en s f or B el li n gh am re si d ent s. In e xch an g e, th e h ost prep a re s
a h om e-c o o ke d m e al f or th e crew.

C U LT I V A T I N G R E L A T I O N S H I P S
G a rd en p a r ti e s li n k stu d ent s a n d re si d ent s

T H E C L E A R M O R N I N G G I V E S WAY T O S T E A DY

“

Y OU HAVE T O SPEND TI ME WITH
Y OUR HER B S T O BE ABLE T O
IDEN TIF Y THE M AND KNOW
HOW THEY SHOULD BE C ON SUMED .

”
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bundled leaves hang upside down in a ventilated
area out of direct sunlight.
The risk of mold is high if herbs are not thoroughly dried.
“If you put the herbs in a jar when it’s still
warm, it creates condensation and molds,” Quintana says.
Once the leaves are dry, Quintana crumbles
and stores them in labeled jars for each specific
herb or mixes them with other herbs to create
tea blends.
Countless hours pass by as Quintana meanders through the rows of her garden. She plucks
a few red berries growing among her herbs, a
snack to tide her over before the dinner bell rings.
Hours of dedication see Quintana’s herbs through
their stages from seedlings to crumbled tea ingredients, all part of the process she considers an
artistic struggle.

drizzle as a group of about 10 Western students
step into Joy Patterson and Paul Kuepfer’s backyard, which bares more soil than greenery under
the gray February sky. The only exceptions are a
small patch of cilantro near the door and the purple-green lettuce growing under the greenhouse
shelter by the fence.
Patterson and Kuepfer hand out drills to some
members, directing them to the garage to build
rectangular wooden planters called garden
boxes. Others grab shovels and wheelbarrows and
begin to fill the existing garden boxes. Western
freshman Zoe Petersen dons a bright red rain
poncho and saws a fallen tree branch into manageable pieces.
This garden party, orchestrated by Transition
wwu, involves student members volunteering
their time on weekends to plant a garden for
a Bellingham resident. In exchange, the host
prepares a home-cooked meal for the work crew.
Transition wwu held garden parties in Bellingham every weekend in spring 2013, and has plans
to do the same in spring 2014.
“Creating these [garden] beds is permanent
work we leave behind,” Western sophomore Galen
Herz says. “It’s really rewarding.”
Transition wwu is Western’s branch of the
worldwide Transition movement, which originated in Ireland in 2005. By 2009, Transition groups
had cropped up in 14 countries.
Bellingham and the surrounding areas are
home to several autonomous branches: Transition Ferndale, Transition Chuckanut, Transition
Mount Vernon and Transition Whatcom, of which
Patterson and Kuepfer are members.
In an effort to effect change and foster mean-

ingful, lasting relationships with permanent members of the neighborhood,
Transition wwu strives to end garden parties with informative conversation.
They discuss economic resilience and how to build it within neighborhoods and among friend groups.
“The goal isn’t so much to create the sustainability as [it is] the resilience,"
Kuepfer says. "It’s the ‘what-ifs.’ What if the economy crashed? Or banks
shut down and you couldn’t get to your money? We’re just asking questions.
How can we protect ourselves and make sure [an economic] collapse doesn’t
happen?”
Transition Whatcom member Margo Terrill hopes Transition wwu members continue the efforts of this grassroots movement as they graduate and
leave Bellingham. She wants them to act like seeds, planting new branches of
the Transition network wherever they go, she says.
After three hours of digging up bushes, building garden boxes and replanting flowers, Patterson and Kuepfer thank Transition wwu members
with a bountiful meal. Many ingredients — salad fixings, pizza toppings and
fermented vegetables — come from a previously harvested garden crop. The
work Transition wwu did in the yard of this little red house will help other
meals find their way from backyard to kitchen for seasons to come.
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STORY BY MEG DUKE
P h ot os b y Ma rg a ret D egm a n

HOUSES
GONE WILD
Natu re re cl ai m s
u ni nh a b it e d h om e s

T H R E E G I R L S C R AW L U N D E R T H E

boarded-up house and up through its rotted
floorboards to find themselves shrouded in musty
darkness. In the decaying house, the girls slowly
venture toward the gray light filtering in from
above, avoiding indiscernible obstacles. Julia
Hjelte starts to climb, placing her foot on the edge
of a stair against the wall, cautious of the moldy
boards. Together, she and her friends approach
the natural skylight, a hole in the roof made by
water damage, mold and mosses, to discover
what awaits upstairs.
Creeping vines, sprouting ferns, insulating
mosses and protective branches often adorn
vacant or abandoned buildings. Most often used
to describe animals or people, the word “feral,”
defined as a reversion to a wild state after escaping domestication or captivity, can be applied
to houses as well. Despite these houses’ natural
allure to explorers such Hjelte, city officials consider feral houses a thorn in a city’s side because
they can increase neighborhood crime rates and
drive down property values. Nationally, more than
1 million houses have been vacant for more than
90 days, according to U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development data from 2010.
For Bellingham, abandoned buildings have
“absolutely no pluses whatsoever,” says James
Tinner, who oversees the city's building services
division and subsequently every building that is
built, added to, demolished or remodeled.
“They provide harborage for persons of
questionable morals — they get broken into and
used as drug havens, and then they become little
motherships for people to go out and commit
crimes in the neighborhood,” Tinner says. “They
make it difficult for neighbors to sell their adjoin-
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( l e f t) T h e remn ant s o f a sh e d li e j u st b ehi n d
a burn e d -d ow n h ou s e, l o c a t e d on Kli n e R o a d
i n B el li n gh am .

ing properties and they do not pay property taxes
until they are sold off.”
Detroit photographer James Griffioen popularized the term feral in reference to houses in his
2006-2009 collection “Feral Houses.” Not all abandoned houses are feral, but all feral houses have
been abandoned long enough to be reclaimed by
nature.
Photographer Tim Chandonnet considers
their reversion to nature a picturesque, wild
beauty worth sharing.
An explorer of abandoned places since he was
9 years old, Chandonnet incorporated his passion
for exploring into his photography in 1997, and
has been documenting abandoned places regularly since 2005.
“[I photograph] a lot from the exterior, but the
interior is just as important in terms of the items
that were left behind,” Chandonnet says.
Chandonnet aims to convey a sense of history.
Both Hjelte and Chandonnet explore houses
to discover their secrets, try to place them in time
and figure out from the clues left behind why they
were abandoned.
Hjelte remembers her first time exploring
abandoned houses in middle school.
“From the road, we saw a house that was
abandoned, said ‘No trespassing,’ and we thought
that would be fun to explore,” Hjelte says. “It is
one of those things where you are intrigued by
the unknown.”
Years later, after climbing up the dimly lit,
moldy stairs of the boarded-up house, Hjelte
recalls finding a large yellow nursery room strewn
with memorabilia and remnants of the family
that used to live there.
A pink vacuum cleaner rested in the corner of
the room, which was scattered with photographs,
recipes and letters extended family had sent each
other. The dates on the letters inspired Hjelte
and her friends to nickname the building “That
‘70s House.”
“It was cool to see these people’s lives in the
things they had left behind,” Hjelte says.
But, like the stairs, the nursery floor was rotted
in certain areas under the leaky roof, so Hjelte
and her friends had to navigate carefully.
Around one house in northwest Bellingham,
the foliage was so thick Chandonnet couldn’t
reach the house.
“There are dresser drawers that are pulled out
with moss inside, there are little saplings growing,” Chandonnet says. “There is a lot of moss,
especially in this area, and a lot of blackberry
bushes take over. They will start growing in the
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window from outside and punch through
the floorboards.”
Nature, however, is not always the sole occupant of feral houses.
While revisiting one house she had explored
before, Hjelte opened the wide, swinging door
into a room overflowing with junk and reeking
of urine. Piles and piles of clothes covered filthy
mattresses and an old desk, and hundreds of
magazine cutouts of women littered the floor. As
her eyes adjusted to all the clutter, she froze.
“There’s this guy in the middle of the room,
and he’s laying over the piles of clothes, and his
head is tilted back so he is looking at us almost
upside down,” Hjelte says. “We can’t see the rest
of his body, and he’s staring straight at us. Not
blinking. Not moving. And I’m just thinking, ‘Oh
my gosh, is that a dead body?’”
Finally, the unwavering gaze broke as the
scruffy, blond man blinked once and asked the
group what they were doing. As one of her friends
half-laughed nervously, Hjelte responded with a
panicked, “Nothing!” and slammed the door shut.
Together, the three sprinted away.
In addition to their chance encounter, Hjelte
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“

THER E IS A LOT OF MOS S , E SPEC IALLY IN THIS AR E A, AND A LOT OF
BL AC KBER RY BU SHE S TAKE OVER .
THEY WILL START GROWING IN THE
WIND OW FROM OU T SIDE AND PUNC H
THROU GH THE FLO OR BOAR DS .

”

and her friends have discovered sleeping bags in
various houses. In 2009, when revisiting an old
favorite, the group was alarmed to find the place
transformed into what appeared to be a drug den,
Hjelte says. That particular house in Mill Creek,
Wash., was torn down between 2010 and 2011.
Bellingham adheres to the International
Property Maintenance Code concerning abandoned residences, and the city operates on a
complaint-based system, only intervening with
buildings that have caused trouble for neighbors
or have become an “attractive nuisance.”
“If it gets to the point where there is some
danger to it — where it is actually collapsing on
itself or if it is open to children — we call that an
attractive nuisance,” Tinner says.
But city action is often delayed by legal processes and frequently depends on the legal owner
of the building or lot. If the owner of the property
can be contacted, the city will advise the owner
to secure his or her property. However, in many
cases, a bank will sit on an abandoned, foreclosed
property, too busy or too nervous to take on the
liability involved with gaining a clean title to
the house. The city does not have the budget to

address the houses beyond the complaint-based
system, Tinner says.
There is a fine line between vacant and abandoned, but some deciding factors include whether the building is open to entry, is an attractive
nuisance or if no one intends to re-occupy the
building, Tinner says. While these signs do not
always guarantee that a structure is abandoned,
they typically cause the city to contact either the
bank or the owner about securing the premises.
The laws involving vacant properties limit the
City of Bellingham from operating independently.
“Just because nobody is living there does not
mean it is abandoned,” Tinner says.
As Hjelte discovered, feral houses contain
remnants and memories of their old occupants.
After spending a gray afternoon in the decaying
nursery, Hjelte and her friends leave the house
as they discovered it, untouched for the next explorers to uncover, until the house is completely
overgrown.

(ab ov e) G arb a g e i s sc att ere d th rou gh ou t th e
i nt eri or o f a h ou s e l o c at e d on Gui d e Meri di a n
R o a d i n B el li n gh am .
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STORY BY GRACE BLUM
P h ot os b y Ja re d C h a n g

(ri ght) We st ern gra d u a t e stu d ent Ki rst en
Wei n er s or t s throu gh ga rn et s a m pl e s i n
We st ern’s E nv i ronm enta l Stu di e s bui l di n g.

D AT I N G A G E M
We st ern g ra d stu d ent c on d u ct s ga rn et re s e a rch

THE GENTLE HUM OF MACHINERY

whirs in Room 128 of Western’s Environmental
Studies building as Kirsten Weiner starts her
day. She arrives in the dimly lit room early in the
morning to warm up the laser, which purges the
system of atmospheric pressure to allow helium
to flow through.
The laser places nanometric holes in the
garnet sample Weiner works on. Helium flows
through the tubing to carry microscopic flecks of
reddish-brown garnet sample for argon to ionize.
Ionization whisks away the useless particles and
the good particles flow through a mass spectrometer. The particles hit a detector at the end of the
line, and that’s when Weiner can begin to gather
her data.
Firing the laser is part of a typical workday for
Weiner, who is working on a research project to
study mineral deposits that develop in garnets as
they grow. Garnets are naturally occurring minerals that form on the earth. Weiner’s project began
under the advisement of David Hirsch, a Western
professor whose research team recently completed a project funded by the National Science
Foundation. Hirsch’s project utilized radiometric
and chemical dating to gather growth information about garnets.
Weiner didn’t show an interest in geology
when she was growing up. When she was young,
she wanted to be a model. Later, her middle
school obsession with television shows such as
“Buffy the Vampire Slayer” and “The X-Files” motivated her to take karate lessons and she dreamt
of becoming an fbi agent. Once high school
rolled around, Weiner developed an interest in
the earth and natural sciences. Her grades began
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to improve, and after she watched a video about
the Mount St. Helens eruption, she went home
and told her mother she wanted to be a person
who explained volcanoes to people. Weiner found
her career path after looking up the field of science concerning volcanoes.
“I was like, alright,” she says. “So there it was.
I’m going to school for geology.”
Weiner’s adviser at Castleton State College of
Vermont, where she double majored in mathematics and geology, encouraged her to pursue
graduate work. She applied to Western, due in
part to Bellingham’s natural geological surroundings and Hirsch’s reputation as a geologist. The
geology department’s equipment and professors
overwhelmed her. Western had more resources
than the two-professor geology department at
Castleton. While Hirsch developed the initial idea
behind the garnet research, he has let Weiner
develop her thesis independently, Weiner says.
Hirsch’s project broke boundaries by gathering
real-world data about garnets. In the past, data
on radiometric dating in the scientific community had only been generated through simulations.
Hirsch used forward modeling simulations, or
simulations manipulated to achieve a virtual version of the physical mineral sample being studied,
while studying for his doctorate. The data sets
and measurements from his recently funded
project may help evaluate and possibly improve
the computer models so they can create more
accurate simulations, Hirsch says.
“A lot of the understanding of crystallization
rates comes from simulations of some sort,”
Hirsch says. “Being able to actually measure
things, even indirectly the way this project did,
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( l e f t) We st ern gra d u a t e stu d en t Ki rst en Wei n er di s p l ay s a re d ga rn et ri n g h er m oth er gav e h er b e f ore Wei n er d e ci d e d t o
pu rsu e g a rn et re s e a rch . (c en t er) P rot e ctiv e shi el di n g mi ni mi z e s e xp osure t o th e l a s er i n si d e a m a ss s p e ctrosc o p y m a chi n e.
(ri ght) Ki rst en Wei n er i n s p e ct s d at a f rom a m a ss s p e ctrosc o p y m a chi n e , sh ow n i n th e f oregroun d .

S T O R Y B Y N O N TAWAT T H A M M AWA N
P h ot o i l l u strati on b y Paul Bi ki s

( b el ow) In 2 012 , R u ssi a ranke d thi rd a s a c ou n tr y o f ori gi n f or
U.S . i nt ern ati on al a d o pti on s. C hi n a an d Ethi o p i a ra n ke d f i rst
a n d s e c on d , re s p e ctiv el y.

I N T E R N AT I O N A L H O M E C O M I N G
Stu d ent re f l e ct s on ov ers e a s a d o pti on

was powerful and refreshing.”
Hirsch brought Weiner on the project to
gather more data about garnets for her research
project. Weiner’s project concerns rare earth
elements and the concentration with which
they appear in the garnet samples previously
collected by another Western graduate student.
Garnets are metamorphic, which means they
can be formed deep in the earth’s crust, or during
solid-state transitions.
“You take high pressure and high temperature,
and you take a rock that was happy at one point,
and those atoms and elements inside that rock
are no longer happy when you heat it up,” Weiner
says. “Basically, they start rearranging themselves
to be happy again.”
Atoms and elements rearrange to form new
minerals, Weiner says. With the appropriate
elements involved, these new formations can
become garnets. By observing the rare earth
minerals present in the garnet samples, Weiner
can help further dating methods — analyzing the
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age of mineral samples — by learning more about
each individual garnet’s history.
Western research assistant Brian Rusk has also
aided Weiner in her education. Rusk specializes
in operating mass spectroscopy machines, which
Weiner uses in her research. While Rusk initially
taught Weiner how to use the laser in a way that
generates quality data, he says she can now operate it independently.
“She’s analyzing from the core of those garnets
to the rim of those garnets to see how the chemistry of those garnets changes through time,” Rusk
says. “That gives her some idea of what was going
on geologically in that place.”
Weiner has had a wide range of experiences
with geology, including her time at Castleton and
two summers spent mapping the Adirondacks.
Western has been a huge help to her experience
as a scientist, she says. The resources Western
has for students, and the kind, intelligent professors have left her grateful for her experience,
Weiner says.
Throughout spring and summer quarters
2014, Weiner will analyze her gathered data and
write her thesis, which she will defend in the fall.
Although the research is time consuming, it’s a
fleeting moment compared to the potential 10
million years of growth her garnets could have
gone through to reach the form in which they
appear. With the thrum of the laser guiding her
work, Weiner turns back to her samples to continue her day.

WESTERN JUNIOR MAX

Smith, an industrial design
major, doesn’t remember
anything about the five
years he spent in an orphanage in Russia. Adopted
and raised in the United
States, Smith has never met
his birth parents.
“I really don’t have much
to ask them,” Smith says.
“People [put their kids up
for adoption] for reasons,
and I would not really
blame them.”
Smith has no interest in
meeting his birth parents,
but he would like to learn
about his family health
history. His adoption
record, which includes his
parents’ names and states
he has siblings in Russia,
is all the information he
has about his birth family.
Some adoption agencies
give adoptive parents full
custody rights, which can
include restricting children’s knowledge of their
birth parents, Smith says.
Identifying an adopted
child’s birth parents is not
just a matter of curiosity,
but also a matter of health
and well-being, Snyder says.
“Many people said it
would be cool to know the
birth parents,” Smith says.
“To find out what I would
look like once I get older.”
International adoption
can cost between $20,000
and $40,000 depending on
services provided, travel
expenses and the country’s

requirements, says Julie Snyder, communications manager at World Association for Children and Parents.
From 1999 to 2012, American parents adopted about 46,000 Russian children, according to the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Consular Affairs.
Russia has more than 100,000 orphans waiting to be adopted, Snyder says.
Some are in orphanages, while others are abandoned on the street, she says.
“Adoption is a way out, but it should not be an excuse for people to not be
careful about their sex lives,” Smith says.
Each country has its own requirements for adopting a child. Generally,
they involve the family status and history, Snyder says. People with criminal
records are not allowed to adopt children; neither are people with alcohol
or drug addictions. Adoption agencies will ensure the family is capable of
providing for the children before handing them over, Snyder says.
Whether his parents gave him up because they were young, financially
unable to provide for him or for any other reason, Smith understands.
Smith doesn’t think his parents gave him away because he was unwanted,
but because they were looking out for his best interest.
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( b el ow) We st ern s eni or Kri st en Bu rrow s lif t s
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C ent er.

LIFTING STEREOTYPES
More w om en hit th e w ei ght ro om

EXHAUSTED AND ON THE VERGE OF

throwing up, Western kinesiology major Kristen
Burrows reaches the top of the 104-step concrete
staircase. As she closes her eyes, she clasps her
head in her hands and catches her breath.
Rather than quit, she descends the stairs to
run them again, this time sideways. As she runs,
she thinks ahead to the Emerald’s Cup bodybuilding competition on April 26, to keep herself going.
“My goal is to participate and feel good about
the hard work I put into [my] preparation,” Burrows says.
In addition to running stairs, she spends an
hour a day, five days a week, in Wade King Student Recreation Center’s weight room doing what
she loves most: lifting.
Weight lifting is an exercise that trains and
builds muscles to develop in specific ways, says
Barbara Karabin, a physical therapist and Western alumna.
While 79 percent of weight lifters are male,
women are slowly turning to barbells and squat
bars to get in shape, according to National Center
for Health Statistics.
Since 2010, the percent of women who use
Western’s weight room has increased from 12
to 18.5 percent as of March 2014, according to
data provided by the rec center. Nationally, the
percent of women weight lifting increased from
17 percent in 2004 to almost 22 percent by the
end of 2013, according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
The disproportion of male to female weight
lifters is partially due to a cultural stigma about
building bulky muscles, Karabin says.
“Women don’t want to look [huge],” Karabin
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says. “There may be more [reasons].”
Western senior and lacrosse player Emily
Stanford attributes the smaller number of female
weight lifters to something else.
“[Some women] just don’t have the balls to
go in the [weight room],” she says. “I’ve talked to
[women] and [they’ll] say ‘Well it’s scary in there
and I’m intimidated. There are going to be 50
dudes and I don’t really know what I’m doing.’”
Stanford, a certified personal trainer, also
works as a weight room attendant at the rec center. She started lifting with her brother and father
when she was in high school, but began lifting on
her own after research, she says.
Burrows, also a personal trainer at the rec
center, has noticed an increase in the number of
women in the weight room lifting, she says.
“It’s awesome,” she says. “A lot of the group
fitness classes are trying to get women involved. I
see new faces all the time.”
Burrows began lifting in 2007 as part of an
introductory high school class on basic weight
lifting. A sophomore, she was the only female and
her classmates teased her because of it, she says.
“I [ focused] more on technique and form and I
think I earned a lot of respect that way,” she says.
Burrows uses weight lifting as a training regimen for triathlons, ski racing and mountain expeditions. The April bodybuilding show in Bellevue
is her main focus now, she says.
“I think a lot of social media has exposed me
to what’s out there,” Burrows says. “This was
interesting to me in a weird way — a different
challenge.”
Besides keeping her strong, lean and injury
free in her activities, weight lifting gives her a

positive self-image, a feat not achieved by any
other form of exercise, she says.
The physical benefits of weight lifting have
also helped Stanford stay strong and play harder
during the season.
“I realized strength training would be beneficial later on for the [lacrosse] season,” Stanford
says. “There are huge hormonal benefits, in terms
of regulation. It’s kind of what your body is
built for.”
People’s reactions when Stanford, a kinesiology major, shares her love for weight lifting
vary depending on the crowd. Most students in
her department are athletic and think positively
of her lifting, she says. Outside the kinesiology
department or athletic circles, responses can be
more negative.
“People will make fun or joke around,” she
says. “I think from [men] that comes from intimidation whereas from [women] it comes from
unfamiliarity. [Lifting is] not really the norm.”
Stanford attributes some of the growth in
female weight lifters to the popularity of the
CrossFit program at the rec center.
CrossFit maximizes body movement by employing a variety of different workouts including swimming, weight lifting, cardio and yoga,
according to crossfitx.com.
“It’s a really good first exposure [to weight
lifting],” Stanford says. “There’s a growing trend —
women being strong is ok.”
Making the weight room a safe environment
for learning is the key to seeing an increase in
female weight lifters, Stanford says. Men and
women need to encourage women to lift and
show the weight room is not just a place for guys,
but is open to everyone.
Burrows and Stanford are two in a wave of
women who are lifting the gender barrier from
the gym. Weight lifting is about more than placing high in body building competitions or proving
they can hang with the guys — it’s what they love
to do.
With her goal in mind, Burrows continues up
the stairs another time.
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Farming fleece
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STORY BY DIANA POLLOCK
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T H E G R AV E L C R U N C H E S B E N E AT H T H E I R

“Once you wear alpaca socks, you won’t want
to wear wool again,” Russell says.
Alpaca fleece, also called fiber, is different
from wool because it has no lanolin, the waxy
substance extracted from wool. This makes
alpaca fleece softer, warmer, more durable, hypoallergenic and less itchy.
Huacaya and Suri, the two types of alpacas,
each have different fleece characteristics. Huacaya alpacas grow shorter fiber that has a natural
crimp and a soft, fluffy texture. Suri alpacas have
a long, smooth, dreadlock-like fleece, Russell says.
The alpacas’ fleece grows to about four or
five inches before Russell and Hahnel have them
sheared each June.
“It’s truly an art to shear an alpaca,”
Russell says.
The process is not just about getting the fleece
off. It is about shearing the alpaca cleanly so there
are no second or uneven cuts, Russell says. Alpacas’ fluffy fiber can be deceiving, Russell says.
“They look all fluffy, but at shearing time it’s
amazing how skinny they are beneath all that
fiber,” Russell says.
Alpacas have three grades of fiber. The prime
fleece is from the body of the alpaca and the
second grade is from the neck, which is not as
long and fine as the staple length. The third grade

boots as Bellingham alpaca breeders Nancy
Russell and Deb Hahnel walk toward a white barn
with a green metal roof. As they open the barn
doors, the smell of hay instantly fills the air. Several fuzzy ears perk up and the congregated pack
of Huacaya alpacas peer over the wooden stall
with curiosity. The multicolored group of brown,
black, white and tan animals begins to hum —
the predominant sound alpacas make — while
they chew their cud, the food animals bring back
up from their stomachs to chew again.
Russell and Hahnel started to raise Huacaya
alpacas in 2002 in Auburn. They moved to Bellingham in 2012 to take over Hahnel’s family farm,
which was originally a dairy farm. At Moonshadow Alpaca Ranch in Bellingham, Russell and
Hahnel have bred Huacaya alpacas and produced
fleece since 2012. Their herd started with five
pregnant females and now has 35 alpacas.
At their 50-acre alpaca ranch, Russell and
Hahnel do a bit of everything. They breed alpacas,
sell alpacas, shear and sell raw alpaca fleece and
sell products made from alpaca fleece, such as
scarves, hats, blankets, rugs, gloves, sweaters and,
the most popular, socks. Alpaca socks are better
than wool because alpaca repels water, doesn’t
absorb odors and insulates well, Russell says.

( b el ow ri ght) Nan cy R u ss el l a n d D eb Ha h n el
r un Mo on sh a d ow A l p a c a R a n ch e a st o f
B el li n gh am , on Hi ghway 5 4 2 . To g eth er th e
w om en m an a g e 3 5 al p a c a s a n d u s e th e f l e e c e
t o cre at e h at s, sc ar v e s, bl a n ket s .

“

THAT IS A MAIN PART OF OUR BR EEDING
G OALS , T O PRODU C E THAT L A STING FINENE S S
AND BE AU TIF UL HANDLE THAT PEOPLE AR E
LO OKING F OR WITH ALPAC A FLEEC E.”

”
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comes off the alpaca’s legs and belly and is coarser, stronger and not as soft. This is commonly
used for rug yarn, Russell says.
Alpaca fleece is versatile. Each grade of fleece
is used for different products, Russell says. The
prime fleece is the most popular because it is the
finest and most luxurious.
This makes it perfect material for making children’s toys. Toymaker Angela Dotsenko buys raw
fleece from Moonshadow Alpaca Ranch to make
toys such as teddy bears and bunnies. She started
making toys with sheep’s wool, but in October
2013, she bought a spinning wheel and learned to
spin specifically for alpaca. She needed something more durable and decided alpaca fleece was
a better material, Dotsenko says.
“I fell in love hard with alpaca because it is just
so soft,” Dotsenko says, “It’s heavenly.”
Alpaca raising became an alternative agricultural business in the 1980s when it was introduced to the United States, according to a 2012
Agricultural Marketing Resource Center article.
Washington, Ohio and New York are the main
alpaca-raising states, according to the article.
When Russell and Hahnel started raising
alpacas, they got into it just for breeding stock,
Russell says. As the years have evolved, their business has become more fiber-focused. Producing
alpaca fleece involves a lot more than people
realize, Russell says.
“That is a main part of our breeding goals,”
Russell says, “to produce that lasting fineness and
beautiful handle that people are looking for with
alpaca fleece.”
Russell and Hahnel want to be more sustainable and use the alpacas’ feces to benefit their
ranch because alpaca compost is one of the best
composts. They want to use the compost to grow
their garden and put to use everything they produce at their alpaca ranch, Russell says.
The alpacas’ compost will benefit the sustainability and growth of Hahnel and Russell’s ranch,
just as fiber has helped expand the business of
Moonshadow Alpaca Ranch.
With the sound of alpacas humming in the air,
Russell and Hahnel pet some of the alpacas and
show off their fleeces. The friendly animals cooperate with their owners as multiple hands touch
and examine their fleeces, comparing different
alpacas to one another. Russell and Hahnel open
the stall doors, allowing the group to join the rest
of the herd grazing in the sunshine.
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( l e f t) Wi thi n th e n e xt f ou r y e a rs , el e ctroni c
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mi l li on t on s.

TRASHING TECHNOLOGY

basis than others. Vermont and Oregon have both
disposed of more than 7 pounds of electronic
waste per person in some years. The amount of
waste is not specific to one region of the U.S. or
the other, Kuntz says.

El e ctroni c wa st e i m p a ct i n cre a s e s

C O N S E Q U E N C E S O F WA S T E

C L E A R S H R I N K W R A P I N H A N D , I N V E N TO RY

inspector Gordon Turman tightly binds more
than 100 Apple computer monitors to wooden
pallets in the Armory on State Street. He wipes
the sweat off his forehead and begins to load
three 30-foot tractor trailers full of 22 wooden
pallets containing monitors to be recycled.
Turman keeps inventory of Western’s administrative electronic waste. He stores it in the
Armory, and during the summer helps load
it to be taken to the California recycling center
ecs Refining.
The amount of global electronic waste is increasing, according to data released in December
2013 by Solving the E-waste Problem, an international initiative to acknowledge the issue of
electronic waste. Electronic waste is expected to
grow by 33 percent in the next four years to about
72 million tons total, according to the data.
Turman gathers Western’s disposed electronics to determine the value. If an electronic
is marketable, he sells it; if not, he adds it to the
inventory of electronics to be recycled.
“It’s a matter of how old or outdated it might
be,” Turman says. “We try to sell everything, working to benefit everyone.”
Miles Kuntz, manager of Washington Department of Ecology’s E-Cycle Washington program,
defines electronic waste as unused or unwanted
electronic products. These could be TVs, computers or anything outdated or unwanted with an
electronic component, he says.
THE PROCESS

In Washington state, processors dismantle
electronics by separating plastics, glass and other
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materials. Sometimes this is done by hand and
sometimes by machines, Kuntz says.
The machines can break the shell of a TV
monitor into small pieces and separate different
metals, glasses and plastics. Cleanly separated
materials can then be sold.
Jason Linnell, executive director of the National Center for Electronics Recycling in Vienna,
W.Va., acknowledges an increase in the amount of
recycled materials coming into recycling facilities
across the United States.
E-Cycle Washington has increased the collection of recycled electronics throughout Washington since the program’s establishment in 2009,
Kuntz says.
Sue Sullivan, Western’s director of environmental health and safety, says the amount of
Western-specific administrative electronic waste
has increased since 2007. Sullivan works with
Turman to coordinate the transport of Western’s
electronic recyclables.
Western Operations disposed of 6,000 pounds
of electronic waste in 2007, 26,000 pounds in
2008, 42,000 pounds in 2009, and 59,000 pounds
in 2010, Sullivan says. In comparison, Evergreen
State College disposed of 474 pounds in 2011, 1,017
pounds in 2012 and 723 pounds in 2013,
Sullivan says. Evergreen State College has just
fewer than 4,500 students, compared to Western’s
nearly 15,000.
“It’s not necessarily because there is more
material out there,” Kuntz says. “It’s just a matter
of getting the word out to the public that this free
program exists and they can safely and responsibly, and for free, recycle their electronics through
the program.”
Some states get more materials on a per capita

Consumers don’t always realize that reusable
components of electronics can be harmful if not
disposed of or recycled properly, Kuntz says.
Mercury and lead are among the most dangerous materials of improperly disposed electronic
waste, Linnell says.
“Certainly [electronic] waste is a problem for
us and the planet as a whole,” Sullivan says. “The
different elements in e-waste that make them
toxic are the heavy metals, like lead, cadmium
and mercury.”
The natural components that end up in landfills can affect families in third-world countries,
whether the components are in the environment
or in the air supply, Sullivan says.
“You put those in a landfill, they eventually
are going to get out at some point,” Kuntz says.
“Maybe it’s not this year, maybe not next century,
but something like those landfills is not going to
be safe to hold that material. We’re trying to keep
that stuff out of the environment and that’s one of
the things people need to know.”
It’s important to recycle responsibly to make
sure reusable materials don’t end up in a landfill,
Turman says.
During its lifetime, the E-Cycle Washington
program has reused 98 percent of what it has
taken in and 2 percent has gone to a landfill,
Kuntz says.
Because technology is evolving rapidly,
companies fuel the demand for the latest and
greatest electronics and continue to create those
products, Sullivan says. Students should have the
best technology to learn efficiently, she says. If a
student is trying to use new software on an old
computer, it may not work.
It doesn’t make sense to throw a material into
a landfill, then go buy more, Kuntz says.
To live a sustainable lifestyle and ensure a
healthy planet for the future, people need to be
aware of how their habits impact the environment, Sullivan says. Waste management is a large
part of that.
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the rough, scaly bark of a Bristlecone pine from
its dark, ancient core. Between the center and the
bark lie rings that tell of days gone by. Thick rings,
pale tan or golden brown, show a summer of
abundant water, contrasting with the dark brown
rings of winter. Thin summer rings can be the result of cooling caused by volcanic eruptions, such
as Mount St. Helens. The rings are smaller as they
get closer to the core.
Bristlecone pine rings come from the oldest
known living organisms. The size of tree rings
tells researchers such as Andy Bunn in Western’s
Huxley Tree Ring Lab what temperatures were
like in the past.
Trees such as the Bristlecone pine can give
scientists records of climate dating back more
than 5,000 years. The trees act as a natural archive to help give an idea of past climate and put
current climates into a historical context. They
give researchers insight into regional patterns to
guide how society should interact with the environment at regional levels. Tree rings can also be
used for archaeological applications.
“If you want to understand how the climate
system works, you need to put the current
observational record into a long-term context,”
Bunn says.
Rings vary in thickness based on factors such
as nutrient availability, light and water availability. At the high latitudes where Bristlecone pines
grow, temperature is the main factor that can
limit their growth.
For some trees, growth rings can be seen with
the naked eye once the tree is cut down. Other
trees have smaller rings that need to be looked at
under a microscope.
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Researchers such as Bunn and his colleagues
use increment borers. They use a hollow drill
bit and crank it — by hand — into a tree. They
remove thin, pencil-like cores, as long as two feet,
from the tree.
Bunn’s research students then mount the
cores, sand them down and count and measure
them under a microscope — a process that
takes hours.
Western alumnus Logan Berner began tree
ring research as a graduate student in Bunn’s
lab. He caught the tree-research bug from Bunn,
Berner says. He now studies the effects of climate
change on forests in western North America as
a doctorate student at Oregon State University’s
department of forest ecosystems and society.
Berner traveled from his home in Alaska to
central Siberia in 2008 as part of Bunn’s research
team.
Once in Siberia, the group spent four days
collecting tree cores near the banks of the Lena
River. They eventually brought back about 1,000
tree cores to analyze. The group was sleep deprived and relentlessly harassed by mosquitoes in
Siberia, Berner says.
Sitting at the edge of the river, Berner could
see only a tiny strip of land visible on the horizon,
flanked by a gray sky reflected in the gray water of
one of the longest rivers in the world, he says.
“It seemed like the horizon was boundless and
the world still had a lot of secrets,” Berner says.
Tree rings have shown multi-decadal patterns of “mega-droughts” in the southwestern
United States, Berner says. This shows potential
for droughts in this area, he says. Many climate
models suggest the southwest will become more
arid as the climate warms, leading to even more
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(ri ght) Ni c o l a s B o y e , a n env i ronm enta l
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droughts. These tree rings provide a window into
the past that shows where the climate might be
headed, Berner says.
Bunn also researches the carbon cycle in the
Siberian Arctic, where the team investigates
carbon storage in plants both at the surface and
below the soil.
The Arctic stores about one-third of the total
land-based ecosystem carbon. By learning how
much carbon is stored in the Arctic, researchers
will be able to tell how much carbon a warming climate could potentially release, Western
graduate research student Katie Heard says. It is
important to know how much carbon could be
released because it would cause more warming.
Dating tree rings is valuable not just for paleoclimatology research, but also archeology, Bunn
says. Researchers can use this knowledge to learn
when certain structures were built, when frames
on paintings were made or when wood was
milled to make Stradivarius violins, Bunn says.
Researchers also use tree rings to learn more
information about ancient Viking burial ships,
Berner says.
Radiocarbon dating, commonly used to date
historical artifacts, is based on tree ring data,
Bunn says. Tree ring research was used to calibrate carbon dating to remove natural variations
in rate of carbon decay, providing scientists with
more reliable information for dating objects.
Gnarled, scraggly trees that have grown their
wholes lives — clinging to the rocky slopes of
mountains for thousands of years — can offer
valuable information to those who look at them.
Natural archives, the trees give scientists
insight into present and potential future conditions while enhancing understanding of archaeological artifacts.

S T O R Y B Y C H A R L I E WA L E N T I N Y
P h ot o b y Margaret D egm an

C a s ey C o o k, di re ct or o f B el li n gh am’s Ma ri n e Lif e C en t er,
h o l d s u p a t enta cl e o f an o ct o pu s n am e d O ctav i u s i n on e o f
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SOMETHING FROM NOTHING
A ni m a l s reg en erat e l ost li m bs

AS SIR FIG NEWTON SITS IN A BUBBLING

60-degree Fahrenheit tank, his beady black eyes
stare through the glass. With quick movements, the
newt scurries across a leaf and into the water of his
semi-submerged habitat. At first glance, he appears to
be just a dark-colored, wet lizard, but he also possesses
an unusual ability: limb regeneration.
The process by which creatures regenerate tissue
is called morphallaxis. The more extreme variant, for
animals such as Sir Fig Newton and frogs, is called
epimorphosis. This process focuses more on generating
new cells, whereas morphallaxis is a reorganization of
existing tissues to help create new cells.
For Western junior Hayley Beck, the newt she helps
take care of with her roommate is a source of intrigue:
for a while she was uncertain about his ability to recover lost limbs. She knew he was a newt, but wasn’t sure
he had the trait until checking his species.
“Well, my roommate hasn’t let me cut off his tail to
check or anything,” Beck says. “But I’ve always thought
he could.”
Similarly, animals such as sea stars and octopuses,
including the Bellingham-based Marine Life Center’s
giant Pacific octopus Octavius, boast this biological

anomaly, Marine Life
Center Director Casey
Cook says.
Octopuses foraging for
food are sometimes caught
in shrimp pots, and some
occasionally get stuck in
crab pots, Cook says.
“Often when [octopuses]
come in from crab pots,
they’re missing parts of
their tentacles,” Cook says.
“That tells me that octopus
was desperate for food, if it
was willing to get pinched
and lose limbs.”
It can take up to six
months for them to regrow
their limbs, Cook says, but
at the Marine Life Center, this tends to happen
sooner because of the rate
at which they’re fed. Once
octopuses reach reproductive age, however, it is rare
for them to regrow entire
limbs, Cook says.
Sea stars, commonly
called starfish, have a
more extreme variant of
this characteristic. Some
species of sea star can
regenerate a missing arm,
and the lost arm can create
an entirely new sea star,
Cook says.
Nature’s regenerative
properties aren’t exclusive
to plants that grow after
being cut. Animals spanning oceans and continents
alike have the ability to regenerate, recycle and create
new life from old, based on
biological templates millions of years in the making.
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LONG HAIR, RELIGIOUS CARE
Hai r a n d h oli n e ss i nt er tw i n e

G AT H E R E D A R O U N D R O W S O F TA B L E S ,

families mingle near each other, heads covered
as they eat a prepared lunch from steel trays.
Boys wear their patkas, head coverings meant
to secure their constantly-growing locks of hair
in place, while girls roam quietly on unshod feet,
heads covered in reverence. In the Guru Nanak
Gursikh Temple in Lynden, hair grows in abundance and represents more than just a dedication
to abstaining from the monthly trim; its growth is
considered a spiritual gateway to the energy that
moves between God and man.
Within the context of their beliefs, to Sikh
elder Manjit Dhaliwal and many other Sikhs,
hair is one of the most important parts of the
body. Framed as an extension of one's flesh and a
source of energy for the owner, hair is a tie to God
for Sikhs.
As a religious practice, Sikhism, which began
in the 15th century in the Punjab region of India,
is relatively new compared to other monotheistic
religions. Sikhs follow the teachings of gurus, who
preach about “the oneness of God” and focus on
the connection between secular and spiritual life,
following a doctrine referred to as the “Five K's.”
“It's kind of like how you can tell a police
officer by his uniform,” says Gurjot Kaur, a turban-clad student in the temple. “The Five K's are a
way you identify a Sikh.”
THE FIVE K’S

The first K is the Kangha, a small wooden comb
Sikhs use twice a day to make sure their hair —
and potentially beard — is clean and organized,
Sikh student Amarjot Kaur says. This is a
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reminder to maintain order and cleanliness in
all aspects of their life, and not just in external
features such as their hair, Dhaliwal says.
The second K is a small iron band, called the
Kara, worn around the wrist. Simple in construction, the bangle represents how Sikhs view God,
with no beginning and no end, Dhaliwal says. In
addition, Sikhs believe their skin absorbs iron
from the band, supplementing their vegetarian
diet and serving as a reminder to think twice
before acting, Dhaliwal says.
The third K is Kaccha. The Kaccha are traditional undergarments, meant to signify Sikhs’
commitment to modesty. It also acts as a physical
reminder against impure thoughts and actions,
Sikh student Charnpreet Kaur says.
The fourth K is the Kirpan, a small knife carried by Sikh’s of all genders and sects. The knife is
primarily ceremonial, representing the Sikh's willingness to defend the helpless and themselves,
Dhaliwal says.
“A Sikh is supposed to be a saint-soldier, so if
someone is being attacked you can protect them,”
Amarjot says. “The soldier part comes in when
other people are in danger.”
Using the Kirpan should be a last resort, Gurjot says.
The fifth K is Kesh, or the hair Sikhs maintain.
Whether it is beard hair or the hair on one's head,
Sikhs maintain the length and cleanliness of their
hair throughout their entire life. It represents a
devotion to God, which Charnpreet explains is a
source of spiritual energy.
“We see the body as a temple and a blessing
from God,” Gurjot says. “Why would we cut what
God gives us?”
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S T O R Y B Y M I C H A E L LY D O N
P h ot o an d ph ot o i l l u strati on
b y Margaret D egm an

(ri ght) Ma n ji t D h a liwa l i s th e s e cret ar y o f th e
Gur u Na n a k Gu rsi kh Tem p l e i n Ly n d en .

EASIER THAN EXPECTED

FURTHER AND FURTHER

Despite the length and ritual surrounding the
maintenance of his hair, Barem Jeet, an elder
in the temple, says it actually takes less time to
comb his beard twice a day than to shave it. Sikh
men grow their hair and beards for their entire
lives, and the women grow their hair as well.
“Some people worry about it growing forever,
but it eventually stops,” Charnpreet says. “It’s not
always going to be like Rapunzel or something.”
While the hair on Sikh’s heads can grow to
tremendous lengths, it is almost always covered
with a turban or wrap, depending on the person’s
gender. A Sikh is almost never without a head
covering; it is a sign of respect and humility toward God. Men must always wear turbans, while
women can choose to wear a turban or more
varied head coverings depending on preference.
Sikhs collect fallen hairs and discard them.
“When the hair breaks, we just keep them,”
Amarjot says. “We have a container we put them
in, and when it gets full we burn them.”

Visitors to Sikh temples are treated like any other
member of the congregation. When they enter
a temple, visitors remove their shoes and cover
their hair with complimentary bandanas. Congregation members serve food prepared in a main
hall to any person who enters. Even if people have
short hair, no beard and nontraditional dress,
Sikhs welcome them to their temples.
“We were founded on three pillars,” Dhaliwal
explains, gesturing to a nearby poster that illustrates the concept. “The first pillar is duty to your
family. Even before worship, you provide for your
family. The second is worship, and the third is, if
you have the means, to share what you have with
the community.”
All are welcome to their temple if they wish to
learn about Sikhs, the way they explore divinity
and how they demonstrate their faith, Manjit
says. From hair to worship, spiritual and follicle
growth are present in every facet of a Sikh’s life.

( b el ow) W h at c om C ounty Me di c a l E xa mi n er
G ar y G o l df og el p os e s f or a p or trait i n
hi s o f f i c e.

D E C O D I N G D E AT H
Me di c a l e xa mi n er u n d er t a ke s u n c om m on j ob

EQUALITY IN GENDER

The respect for hair extends beyond traditional
gender roles. Sihk women may also grow facial
hair, and they will not shave it. Balpreet Kaur, a
baptized Sikh, became well known in certain Internet circles when a photo of her sporting prominent facial hair at an airport surfaced online.
Despite rude comments aimed in her direction,
she opted instead to sign up on Reddit, the site
where it was posted, and address it directly.
“Yes, I'm a baptized Sikh woman with facial
hair,” Balpreet wrote in her post to Reddit. “Yes,
I realize that my gender is often confused and I
look different than most women. However, baptized Sikhs believe in the sacredness of this body
— it is a gift that has been given to us by
the Divine Being [which is genderless, actually]
and, must keep it intact as a submission to the
divine will.”
While gender does play a role in how Sikhs
worship, women are considered equal to men
within Sikhism. Gurus specifically address women’s equality in temple practices. Their holy book,
the Guru Grath Sahib, states that women have
the same souls as men, and it holds them to the
same spiritual standards. The book also allows
women to perform in all the same ceremonies
and traditional rites as men within the church.
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G A R Y G O L D F O G E L’ S J O B B E G I N S W H E R E

the jurisdiction of most other medical doctors
ends: at the scene of a death.
Always on call, he is not averse to late-night
investigations. When Goldfogel arrives on location, he scouts the environment for evidence,
and a checklist of inquiries begins to run through
his mind. Are there signs of drug abuse? Is blood
visible? How much has the body tissue decayed?
Could it be suicide? Foul play? Heart failure?

In his 26 years as Whatcom County’s medical
examiner, Goldfogel has seen every one of these
possibilities play out, and he knows better than to
discount any of them from the outset, no matter
how unlikely they may seem.
“Every case starts out very much as a mystery,”
Goldfogel says. “You get little pieces of the puzzle
every step of the way.”
Goldfogel practices forensic pathology, which
focuses on corpse examination and is one of the
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smallest fields in medicine. He is one of about 400
board-certified practitioners of this pathologic
sub-specialty in the United States. He attributes
the unpopularity of forensic pathology to the
gruesomeness the work can entail and the nearly
decade-long schooling process to become
board certified.
“It’s the same number of years of training it
takes to be an open-heart surgeon, and those
people drive way nicer cars,” Goldfogel says.
As the medical examiner, he is responsible for
conducting forensic investigations of any unnatural or unexpected deaths that occur within Whatcom County. Most Washington state counties use
a coroner in place of a medical examiner, says
County Sheriff Bill Elfo. A medical examiner is an
appointed officer with similar qualifications to a
physician, whereas a coroner is an elected official
who does not need to have medical experience or
certification. Because of this, a coroner might not
be qualified to perform autopsies. Few counties
in the United States, especially those as small as
Whatcom, have an examiner who specializes in
forensic pathology, Elfo says.
About 1,500 people die in Whatcom County
each year, Goldfogel says. He is brought in to investigate a death scene about 300 times per year.
Of that total, he brings about half the bodies into
his laboratory for a full autopsy investigation. In
the event he is away from the county, he contracts
a substitute examiner.
From his initial survey of the death scene,
Goldfogel slowly works his way inward. After
bringing a body into the county morgue, he
begins examining its external features, noting
factors such as general hygiene, smells emanating from the corpse or perforations on clothing.
Layer by layer, he strips the clues away. After
he catalogues all aesthetic qualities, Goldfogel
makes his incisions and takes samples of tissue
and fluids, which he puts through toxicology tests
and microscopic examinations.
These incisions, which can be easily sutured
up, are strategically placed so family members
cannot see them in open-casket funerals, Goldfogel says. Bodies are actually in better condition
when he hands them off to burial services than
they would have been if he had never looked at
them, he says.
Factors such as decay and bloating can help
determine when a person died, but can be
encumbering when trying to derive detailed
information from a body, Goldfogel says. In some
cases, corpses become so old and rotted maggots have fed on all fluids that drug testing could
analyze. To combat this, Goldfogel has extracted fluids from the insects and tested them for
poisons and drugs that may have contributed to
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the person’s death. He has identified heroin and
methamphetamine abuse using this method.
While the unending barrage of mystery and
deduction fascinates Goldfogel, he retains empathy for the victims of the grizzly crimes he frequently confronts. Despite his extensive familiarity with violent and unexplained deaths, Goldfogel
says he will never become desensitized to the
excitements and the tragedies of his profession.
“If I ever do reach the point where it doesn’t
touch me emotionally, it’s time for somebody else
to do the work,” he says.
He is affected in particular by violence toward
women and children, which he observes on a
regular basis. One of Goldfogel’s most well-known
cases involved the murder of an 8-year-old boy,
Michael Busby, by the child’s teenage neighbor in
2002. At first, the extent of disfigurement to the
body led investigators to suspect a serial murderer. However, Goldfogel’s autopsy revealed the true
cause of death to be a lethal injection of insulin,
and the mutilation occurred after death. It’s a

“

WHAT I ’M TRYING T O D O IS GET
THEIR [BODIE S] T O TELL ME A
ST ORY WHEN THEY C AN NO LONGER SPE AK F OR THE MSELVE S .”

”
conclusion even the most inventive television
writers wouldn’t think of, he says.
“When I look at an autopsy, I view the dead
person as my patient,” Goldfogel says. “What I’m
trying to do is get their [bodies] to tell me a story
when they can no longer speak for themselves.”
Forensic pathology was not Goldfogel’s intended vocation as a child. His goal was to become
an eye doctor. Upon entering medical school,
however, he realized he was more interested in

the biology of the eye than the surgical focus
ophthalmology requires. Instead, he became
involved in pathology, the study of diseases. After
Goldfogel filled in for pathologist Robert Gibb in
Bellingham in 1986, Gibb made him an offer to
complete an additional year of study and return
to Bellingham to take over his lab as a certified
forensic pathologist.
Though Goldfogel enjoys working in the lab,
his favorite facet of his profession is educating
students, he says. He often guest lectures on
Western’s campus, in departments including
geology and business. Several years ago, Goldfogel taught his own class on healthcare for the
21st century. Students’ passion gives him a great
conviction in his line of work, he says.
At the end of the day, Goldfogel needs a schism
between his professional work and his personal
life in order to continue performing his job in a
clinical manner. He photographs and documents
more extensively than most medical examiners, and tends to rid his mind of the details and
circumstances of individual cases only hours
after completing them. He keeps the information
stored in files and disassociates his thinking from
the morbidity he encounters almost daily.
Goldfogel witnesses the brutal results of
violent accidents hundreds of times a year, yet he
rides into work at 7 a.m. each day on his motorcycle and is an avid skier on his days off.
“I’m not sure if that’s a contradiction or what,”
says county health officer Greg Stern, who signs
off on death certificates Goldfogel drafts. “It’s interesting to wonder how his work may influence
his interests.”
Goldfogel acknowledges the irony of his highrisk hobbies. Indulging in personal thrills is a way
to relieve the tension his job causes, he says.
“It’s unusual, because I’m the person who
scrapes motorcyclists off the road,” he says. “But
I think it’s really important, if you’re going to do
this job, that you have a good balance of enjoyment outside of the work.”
All of this, Goldfogel says, helps him come to
terms with a sobering fact: his next patient is
likely functioning in the world right now, and it’s
merely a matter of waiting for tragedy and trying
to make sense of what happens.

( l e f t) W h at c om C ounty Me di c a l E xa mi n er
G ar y G o l df og el i nv e sti ga t e s a b ou t on e-f if th
o f d e ath s i n th e c ounty e a ch y e a r. He bri n g s
ab out h alf o f th e b o di e s h e i nv e sti g a t e s i n t o
hi s l ab orat or y t o p er f orm f u l l au t o psi e s .
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